The idea behind this Special Issue is based on the observation that project risk management is presented as a key knowledge area in project management and has become an important skill for updated project managers [1,2]. It has been around for more than three decades and there are numerous commercial tools available. Still, projects are delivered too late, over budget and often with less benefit than expected [3–5].

Project management, including risk management, has improved significantly but project success rates have failed to improve at the same rate [6]. Attained improvements are also seen to deteriorate remarkably quickly [7], and the development is topped with real dilemmas [8]. Johansen, Sandvin, Torp and Økland [9] identified five specific challenges in uncertainty analysis indicating that even professional risk managers and their teams do not have the right competences, adequate planning data or effective procedures to properly identify risks and uncertainties, quantify and analyze them, communicate them to decision makers or take the consequences into their project management. This clearly indicates that current practices need to be challenged.

Authors from all over the world responded to the call for papers to this Special Issue, although not all suggested contributions made it into the final result. The selected papers challenge current practices on a wide range of aspects of project risk management and in different ways:

Lichtenberg [10] describes successful research results from almost three decades ago, which successfully challenge the problems that conventional management has with handling risk in cost estimation and budgeting. The reported results have led to new and improved practices. The research involved is an unusual mix from psychology, statistical theory and engineering economy. This mix tells us about the complex and multidisciplinary nature of uncertainty management. The resulting experiences are reported, focusing on two recent studies, each of 40 infrastructures, and other major projects. In both datasets, the actual final cost largely equaled the expected project cost. This result is a marked change from international past and present experience. The principles that Lichtenberg promotes help researchers better understand the nature of cost estimation under uncertainty and practitioners can draw help from useful guidelines in this paper to improve their project risk management.

Johansen, Eik-Andresen, Landmark, Ekambaram, and Rolstadås [11] challenge the clear tendency in project risk management to focus on the negative aspects of uncertainty. Although uncertainty management theory has become well established, the authors suggest that it does not fully address why opportunities often remain unexploited. Despite theory that holds risk and opportunities to be equally important, empirical studies show a stronger focus on mitigating risks than exploiting opportunities. Several empirical studies reported in this paper indicate that even within organizations with seemingly high awareness of best practices in the field of project risk management, potential is lost. There is an obvious gap between what theory tells us and what people tend to do in practice. The authors then present a theoretical model that explains why opportunities remain unexploited. They show that the threshold for pursuing a potential opportunity is high and identify several fundamental reasons for resistance. This should potentially be of great help for practitioners in pursuit of an improved success
rate and benefits in investment projects. It also contributes to building theory for designing decision making on complex projects.

Torp and Klakegg [12] directly tackle the list of challenges previously identified by Johansen, Sandvin, Torp and Økland [9]. Reporting on a single case study, they describe practical guidelines and share experience from cost estimation and uncertainty analyses that help mitigate many of the identified challenges in current project risk management practice. The single case is a unique insight into an extremely complex project: decommissioning of Barsebäck Nuclear Power Plant. The paper includes an adequate level of detail to make it possible for practitioners to actually take up and put into use several of the practical working procedures used in this case. The authors illustrate the importance of combining project risk management competence with professional knowledge of the actual contents of the project itself. Good preparations and planning is vital to the quality of the process that follows. The analysis involves a group of experts in a structured group process. Professional facilitation and effective communication are two key enablers for enhancing the ability to identify, evaluate, analyze and respond adequately to the steering signals found in the uncertainty analysis.

Walker and Lloyd-Walker [13] take an even closer look at team collaboration in their paper on using risks and an uncertainty based perspective in analyzing integrated project delivery forms. The authors help readers to better understand how complex projects may be understood and successfully managed. Based on interviews with 50 subject matter experts, they have developed a relationship-based procurement (RBP) framework and a tool in the form of a visual map. These results help practitioners cope by using visualization and sense-making mechanisms. The paper also extends theory by taking RBP to the next step, from pure procurement into a risk-uncertainty project management domain. Practitioners will find these ideas helpful in managing risks, uncertainty and ambiguity in their complex projects.

All these contributions have one thing in common: They all illustrate that project risk management may be led into a dead end if theory and practice keep focusing on models, data processing, decision making algorithms, procedures and tools. The risk focus needs to be balanced out with focusing on opportunities, even if it is difficult and requires extra effort. The real challenges are in the head of the individuals involved. They need help to understand, analyze and adequately respond. All contributions offer, in their own way, a piece of this puzzle.

My simple conclusion is: It is all about people and competence!

The contributors have one more thing in common—they have all previously collaborated in research or publications together in different constellations. There is a close relation between the ways in which risk and uncertainty are understood and presented in these papers. This will hopefully build a picture that helps the readers to take the next step, be it theoretical or practical guidelines or simply intriguing examples that are needed. All these are present in the current Special Issue.
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